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Evidence for (Light) Higgs 

Measurement Fit |Omeas!Ofit|/"meas

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

#$had(mZ)#$(5) 0.02758 ± 0.00035 0.02767
mZ [GeV]mZ [GeV] 91.1875 ± 0.0021 91.1874
%Z [GeV]%Z [GeV] 2.4952 ± 0.0023 2.4959
"had [nb]"0 41.540 ± 0.037 41.478
RlRl 20.767 ± 0.025 20.743
AfbA0,l 0.01714 ± 0.00095 0.01642
Al(P&)Al(P&) 0.1465 ± 0.0032 0.1480
RbRb 0.21629 ± 0.00066 0.21579
RcRc 0.1721 ± 0.0030 0.1723
AfbA0,b 0.0992 ± 0.0016 0.1037
AfbA0,c 0.0707 ± 0.0035 0.0742
AbAb 0.923 ± 0.020 0.935
AcAc 0.670 ± 0.027 0.668
Al(SLD)Al(SLD) 0.1513 ± 0.0021 0.1480
sin2'effsin2'lept(Qfb) 0.2324 ± 0.0012 0.2314
mW [GeV]mW [GeV] 80.404 ± 0.030 80.377
%W [GeV]%W [GeV] 2.115 ± 0.058 2.092
mt [GeV]mt [GeV] 172.7 ± 2.9 173.3

Exhibit A: Precision Electroweak Observables 
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Exhibit B: CMS and ATLAS 5 fb-1 Searches10 4 Results
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Figure 5: The 95% CL upper limits on the signal strength parameter µ = σ/σSM for the SM
Higgs boson hypothesis as a function of mH, separately for the combination of the ZZ + γγ
(left) and bb+ ττ +WW (right) searches. The observed values as a function of mass are shown
by the solid line. The dashed line indicates the expected median of results for the background-
only hypothesis, while the green (dark) and yellow (light) bands indicate the ranges that are
expected to contain 68% and 95% of all observed excursions from the median, respectively.
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Figure 6: The observed local p-value p0 (left) and best-fit µ̂ = σ/σSM (right) as a function of the
SM Higgs boson mass in the range 110–145 GeV. The global significance of the observed maxi-
mum excess (minimum local p-value) in this mass range is about 2.1σ, estimated using pseudo-
experiments. The dashed line on the left plot shows the expected local p-values p0(mH), should
a Higgs boson with a mass mH exist. The band in the right plot corresponds to the ±1σ uncer-
tainties on the µ̂ values.

masses a local deficit in the diphoton channel allows

an additional small mass range between 112.9 GeV and

115.5 GeV to be excluded at the 95% CL. A concor-

dance of small deficits in various high-mass channels

leads to a stronger-than-expected limit for masses be-

tween 300 GeV and 400 GeV. The local probability of

such a downward fluctuation of a background-only ex-

periment corresponds to a significance of approximately

2.5σ. The probability to observe such a downward fluc-

tuation over the full inspected mass range in the ab-

sence of a signal, using the method described in Sec-

tion 5 [57], is estimated to be approximately 30%.

The observed exclusion covers a large part of the ex-

pected exclusion range, with the exception of the low

and high mH regions where excesses of events above

the expected background are observed in various chan-

nels, and in a small mass interval around 245 GeV,

which is not excluded due to an excess mostly in the

H → ZZ(∗) → "+"−"′+"′− channel.

5. Significance of the Excess

An excess of events is observed near mH∼126 GeV

in the H → γγ and H → ZZ(∗) → "+"−"′+"′− channels,

both of which provide a high-resolution invariant mass

for fully reconstructed candidates. The H → WW (∗) →

"+ν"′−ν channel as well has a broad excess of events in

the transverse mass distribution as seen in Fig. 1(d).

The significance of an excess is quantified by the

probability (p0) that a background-only experiment is

more signal-like than that observed. The profile like-

lihood ratio test statistic is defined such that p0 cannot

exceed 50% [48, 54, 55].

The local p0 probability is assessed for a fixed mH

hypothesis and the equivalent formulation in terms of

number of standard deviations is referred to as the lo-

cal significance. The probability for a background-only

experiment to produce a local significance of this size

or larger anywhere in a given mass region is referred

to as the global p0. The corresponding reduction in

the significance is referred to as the look-elsewhere ef-

fect and is estimated using the prescription described in

Refs. [48, 57].

The observed local p0 values, calculated using the

asymptotic approximation [55], as a function of mH and

the expected value in the presence of a SM Higgs boson

signal at that mass, are shown in Fig. 3(b) in the entire

search mass range and in Fig. 4 for the individual chan-

nels and their combination in the low mass range. Nu-

merically consistent results are obtained using ensemble

tests.

The largest local significance for the combination

is achieved for mH=126 GeV, where it reaches 3.6σ

with an expected value of 2.5σ. The observed (ex-

pected) local significance for mH=126 GeV is 2.8σ

(1.4σ) in the H → γγ channel, 2.1σ (1.4σ) in the

H → ZZ(∗) → "+"−"′+"′− channel, and 1.4σ (1.4σ) in

the H → WW (∗) → "+ν"′−ν channel.
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Figure 4: The local probability p0 for a background-only experiment

to be more signal-like than the observation. The solid curves give the

individual and combined observed p0, estimated using the asymptotic

approximation. The dashed curves show the median expected value

for the hypothesis of a SM Higgs boson signal at that mass. The three

horizontal dashed lines indicate the p0 corresponding to significances

of 2σ, 3σ, and 4σ. The points indicate the observed local p0 estimated

using ensemble tests and taking into account energy scale systematic

uncertainties (ESS).

The significance of the excess is mildly sensitive to

systematic uncertainties on the energy scale (herein re-

ferred to as ESS) and resolution for photons and elec-

trons. The muon energy scale systematic uncertainties

are smaller and therefore neglected. The presence of

these uncertainties, which affect the shape and position

of the signal distributions, lead to a small deviation from

the asymptotic approximation. The observed p0 includ-

ing these effects is therefore estimated using ensemble

tests. The results are displayed in Fig. 4 as a function of

mH . The observed effect of the ESS uncertainty is small

and reduces the maximum local significance from 3.6σ

to 3.5σ.

The global p0 for local excesses depend on the range

of mH and the channels considered. The global p0 as-

sociated with a 2.8σ excess anywhere in the H → γγ

search domain 110–150 GeV is approximately 7%. A

2.1σ excess anywhere in the H → ZZ(∗) → "+"−"′+"′−

search range 110–600 GeV corresponds to a global p0
of approximately 30%. The global p0 for a combined

5

A fairly strong hint of SM-like Higgs at 

* Almost all statements in this talk will not depend on exhibit B being right
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SM Higgs: Lagrangian and 
Physical Parameters

• The SM Higgs potential has two terms            two parameters:

• Higgs gets a vacuum expectation value, known from e.g. the W mass:

• The physical Higgs boson mass is 

• If we believe the 125 GeV Higgs, we know the whole potential!
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100-200 GeV Higgs Needs 
NEW PHYSICS To Survive!

• The Higgs mass parameter        
is renormalized by radiative 
corrections = loop diagrams:

• These loop integrals are 
divergent at high momentum 
(=short distance)         new 
physics must come in and 
“regulate” them 

• Uniquely among the SM loop 
diagrams, the divergence is 
quadratic    

new physics scale
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• Higgs mass parameter renormalization:

• Two options: 

• “Natural” Higgs with New Physics at 

• “Fine-Tuned Higgs” with                   and precise cancellation between 
the tree and loop terms

• First option is much more appealing         search for new physics @ LHC!

• Two possible sorts of new physics:

• Strong coupling at       , perturbation theory breaks down!!! 

• Weak coupling, but new particles with masses          , special couplings 
to the Higgs to cancel the quadratic divergence
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• SUSY is the undisputed queen among the weakly-coupled candidate 
models

• SYMMETRY ensures cancellation of quadratic divergence (valid to all loop 
orders, not just one-loop)

• “Minimal” supersymmetric SM (MSSM): superpartner for each SM d.o.f., plus 
2nd Higgs doublet and its superpartners

Supersymmetry!!!

Names Spin PR Gauge Eigenstates Mass Eigenstates

Higgs bosons 0 +1 H0
u H0

d H+
u H−

d h0 H0 A0 H±

ũL ũR d̃L d̃R (same)

squarks 0 −1 s̃L s̃R c̃L c̃R (same)

t̃L t̃R b̃L b̃R t̃1 t̃2 b̃1 b̃2

ẽL ẽR ν̃e (same)

sleptons 0 −1 µ̃L µ̃R ν̃µ (same)

τ̃L τ̃R ν̃τ τ̃1 τ̃2 ν̃τ

neutralinos 1/2 −1 B̃0 W̃ 0 H̃0
u H̃0

d Ñ1 Ñ2 Ñ3 Ñ4

charginos 1/2 −1 W̃± H̃+
u H̃−

d C̃±
1 C̃±

2

gluino 1/2 −1 g̃ (same)

goldstino
(gravitino)

1/2
(3/2) −1 G̃ (same)

Table 7.1: The undiscovered particles in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (with sfermion
mixing for the first two families assumed to be negligible).

and electromagnetism [184]. However, it is not always immediately clear whether the mere existence
of such disconnected global minima should really disqualify a set of model parameters, because the
tunneling rate from our “good” vacuum to the “bad” vacua can easily be longer than the age of the
universe [185].

7.5 Summary: the MSSM sparticle spectrum

In the MSSM there are 32 distinct masses corresponding to undiscovered particles, not including the
gravitino. In this section we have explained how the masses and mixing angles for these particles can
be computed, given an underlying model for the soft terms at some input scale. Assuming only that
the mixing of first- and second-family squarks and sleptons is negligible, the mass eigenstates of the
MSSM are listed in Table 7.1. A complete set of Feynman rules for the interactions of these particles
with each other and with the Standard Model quarks, leptons, and gauge bosons can be found in
refs. [25, 165]. Specific models for the soft terms typically predict the masses and the mixing angles
angles for the MSSM in terms of far fewer parameters. For example, in the minimal supergravity
models, the only parameters not already measured by experiment are m2

0, m1/2, A0, µ, and b. In
gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking models, the free parameters include at least the scale Λ,
the typical messenger mass scale Mmess, the integer number N5 of copies of the minimal messengers,
the goldstino decay constant 〈F 〉, and the Higgs mass parameters µ and b. After RG evolving the soft
terms down to the electroweak scale, one can demand that the scalar potential gives correct electroweak
symmetry breaking. This allows us to trade |µ| and b (or B0) for one parameter tan β, as in eqs. (7.9)-
(7.8). So, to a reasonable approximation, the entire mass spectrum in minimal supergravity models is
determined by only five unknown parameters: m2

0, m1/2, A0, tan β, and Arg(µ), while in the simplest
gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking models one can pick parameters Λ, Mmess, N5, 〈F 〉, tan β,
and Arg(µ). Both frameworks are highly predictive. Of course, it is easy to imagine that the essential
physics of supersymmetry breaking is not captured by either of these two scenarios in their minimal
forms. For example, the anomaly mediated contributions could play a role, perhaps in concert with
the gauge-mediation or Planck-scale mediation mechanisms.

78

[table: S. Martin, hep-ph/9709356]

34 new particles waiting to 
be discovered!
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Supersymmetry??? 
Interpretation of Limits 

Update on Searches for New Physics in CMS             E. Halkiadakis 36 

!! Results interpreted in terms of 

simplified model spectra (SMS) 

!! Use limited set of new 
hypothetical particles and 

decays to produce a given 

topological signature 

!! Excluded mass scales for 

gluinos and squarks, where 

large mass splittings 

between them are assumed, 

as well as for varying 

neutralino masses  

!! Limits are quite dependent 

on model assumptions. 

!! But they are quantified 

1 fb-1 summary 
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Bottom line: gluino/squark mass bounds are around 1 TeV
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• Recall the “Two possibilities”: 

• “Natural” Higgs with New Physics at 

• “Fine-Tuned Higgs” with                   and precise cancellation between 
the tree and loop terms

• Superparticle mass scale acts like the cutoff scale 

• Is SUSY already being pushed from “natural” into “fine-tuned” territory?
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• Recall the “Two possibilities”: 

• “Natural” Higgs with New Physics at 

• “Fine-Tuned Higgs” with                   and precise cancellation between 
the tree and loop terms

• Superparticle mass scale acts like the cutoff scale 

• Is SUSY already being pushed from “natural” into “fine-tuned” territory?

8/31/11 1:43 PMBBC News - LHC results put supersymmetry theory 'on the spot'

Page 1 of 5http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-14680570

SCIENCE & ENVIRONMENT

27 August 2011 Last updated at 02:41 ET

LHC results put supersymmetry theory 'on the
spot'

Results from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have all but killed the simplest version of

an enticing theory of sub-atomic physics.

Researchers failed to find evidence of so-called "supersymmetric" particles, which many

physicists had hoped would plug holes in the current theory.

Theorists working in the field have told BBC News that they may have to come up with a

completely new idea.

Data were presented at the Lepton Photon science meeting in Mumbai.

They come from the LHC Beauty (LHCb) experiment, one of the four main detectors situated

By Pallab Ghosh
Science correspondent, BBC News
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• This argument is a bit too fast. Recall Higgs mass parameter renormalization 
formula:

•       = Higgs-X coupling constant,         = # of d.o.f. in X  

• Most SM fields couple only very weakly, or not at all, to the Higgs!

TOP/STOP

HIGGS

1st/2nd Gen. (s)quarks, 
(s)bottom, 
(s)Leptons

SU(2)xU(1) 
Gauge Bosons/inos

SU(3) 
Gluons/gluinos
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• The real “one-loop naturalness upper bound” on the mass of SUSY partner 
of particle X is not 1 TeV, but 

• For 1st, 2nd gen. squarks, sbottom, sleptons, this bound is 10 TeV or more.

• For stop, it’s in fact lower:                                                                    is 
required for (complete) naturalness

• NB: since left-handed top and bottom are in the same SU(2) doublet, their 
superpartners must be close in mass            one light bottom is required.                                       

• There’s no one-loop upper bound on gluino mass: 

• However two-loop naturalness requires                        (Majorana gluinos) 

(Dirac gluinos)
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• This suggests the minimal SUSY spectrum consistent with naturalness:

• Disclaimer: We’ve been treating each superparticle mass as a free parameter. 
“SUSY breaking models” relate them, and in models constructed pre-LHC 
the three generations of squarks typically have roughly equal masses. All the 
more reason to not take these models seriously. 

• Explicit light-stop models exist: e.g. Csaki, Randall, Terning, 1201.1293.
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• Flavor constraints are easy to satisfy (see e.g. Brust, Katz, Lawrence, 
Sundrum, 1110.6670)

• LHC currently has no published bounds on direct stop production (much 
work is in progress - more from Julia next week)

• Theorists’ estimate of the LHC bounds from published searches in 1 fb-1 
(Papucci, Ruderman, Weiler, 1110.6926): not yet constraining naturalness!

For comparison with the LHC limits, we have also shown in Fig. 3, the strongest limit

from the Tevatron, which comes from the D0 sbottom search with 5.2 fb−1. This search sets

limits on sbottom pair production, with the decay b̃ → bÑ1. For the left-handed spectrum,

this limit applies directly to the sbottom, which decays b̃L → bH̃0 for the mass range of

interest (the decay to top and chargino is squeezed out). For the right-handed stop, the

dominant decay is t̃R → bH̃±, which means that the stop acts like a sbottom, from the point

of view of the Tevatron search7. We note that the Tevatron limit only applies for higgsinos

just above the LEP-2 limit, mH̃ < 110 GeV, and we see that the Tevatron has been surpassed

by the LHC in this parameter space.
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FIG. 3: The LHC limits on the left-handed stop/sbottom (left) and right-handed stop (right), with

a higgsino LSP. The axes correspond to the stop pole mass and the higgsino mass. We find that the

strongest limits on this scenario come from searches for jets plus missing energy. For comparison,

we show the D0 limit with 5.2 fb−1 (green), which only applies for mÑ1
<∼ 110 GeV, and has been

surpassed by the LHC limits.

7 In order to apply the Tevatron sbottom limit to right-handed stops, we have assumed that the decay

products of the charged higgsino are soft enough not to effect the selection, which applies when the mass

splitting between the charged and neutral higgsino is small

20
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Stops have small cross 
sections:

at 500 GeV mass

+ more complicated final states (decayed tops        high 
multiplicity        combinatoric issues, soft jets)

Why are Stops Hard
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Gluinos Decaying to Stops
ATLAS-CONF-2011-130 17 August 2011

LHC 3rd generation limits:

mg̃ ! 500 GeV mt̃ ! ?
24Monday, 12 September 2011

• Bound about 100 GeV weaker than expected - what’s going on?

• Not-quite-minimal spectrum assumed: light chargino gives more leptons 
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Berger, MP, Saelim, Spray, 1111.6594

Boosted Tops from 
Gluino Decays
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• Assume minimal spectrum as described above (but ignore    for simplicity)

• Focus on gluino pair-production to get higher cross sections, and consider 
the decay chain 

• (First) top energy in the gluino rest frame:

• For example: 

• Gluino velocity in lab frame: on average, about 0.5-0.7 in the relevant mass 
range

• In large part of parameter space, the tops are typically relativistic in the lab 
frame!

• Top decay products are boosted         hadronic top will show up as a single 
jet, instead of three!       Simpler final states (but potentially higher 
background)

2

model” approach [13, 14], we assume that a gluino g̃, one
stop t̃, and a single neutralino χ̃0 are the only superpart-
ners relevant for the LHC phenomenology. This is the
minimal set of particles required to produce our signa-
ture. In the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM), this setup can be realized if the second stop
and the left-handed sbottom are heavier than the gluino.
(Note that naturalness considerations in the MSSM pre-
fer spectra with a few hundred-GeV splitting among the
two stop mass eigenstates [15].) If this is not the case, the
branching ratios of the decays producing our signature
would be reduced (e.g. from 1 to 2/3 if all three squarks
are degenerate), resulting in a somewhat decreased rate,
but qualitatively the picture is unchanged. We assume
that the neutralino is the stable LSP, and set its mass to
60 GeV throughout the analysis. The LHC signal is dom-
inated by gluino pair-production, followed by the cascade
decay

g̃ → t̃ + t̄, t̃→ tχ̃0 , (1)

or its charge conjugate. We assume that m(g̃)−m(t̃) >
mt, m(t̃)−m(χ̃0) > mt, so that all four tops in the event
are on-shell. (It may be possible to relax one of these
conditions, as long as the other one is satisfied strongly
so that at least two tops in the event are boosted; we will
not study that possibility here.) We compute gluino pair-
production cross sections at next-to-leading order (NLO)
using PROSPINO [16]. To study cut efficiencies, we gen-
erate event samples for gluino pair-production followed
by the decays (1) using MadGraph/MadEvent v5 1.3.27
(MG/ME) [17] for a large set of parameters (m(g̃), m(t̃)).
We then simulate top decays, showering and hadroniza-
tion with PYTHIA 8 [18]. To identify jets, we use the anti-
kT algorithm implemented in the FastJet code [19, 20].
Top tagging of jets in our sample is simulated using the
implementation of the Hopkins algorithm [21] available
at [20]. In the top tagger, we use two sets of parameters,
“tight” and “loose” tags; they are defined precisely as in
Ref. [9].

We require at least 4 jets with pT > 100 GeV in each
event, and require that some of the jets be top-tagged.
(The optimal number of top-tagged jets required depends
on the LHC energy and luminosity, see below.) In the sig-
nal, tagged jets are typically due to hadronic decays of
boosted tops, which produce 3 collimated partons that
cannot be resolved. The backgrounds include SM pro-
cesses with boosted tops, as well as ordinary jets mis-
takenly tagged as top-jets. (The mistag probability is
typically of order 1% [9].) We also require the pres-
ence of substantial missing energy. The irreducible back-
grounds may contain MET from invisible Z decays, lep-
tonic W decays, or semileptonic top decays. We include
the following irreducible backgrounds: nt+(4−n)j with
n = 1 . . . 4; Z + nt + (4 − n)j, with n = 0, 2, 4; and
W + nt + (4 − n)j, with n = 0, 2, 4. Here each t may
be a top or an anti-top, j denotes a jet due to a non-
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FIG. 1: Signal at the benchmark point, (m(g̃), m(t̃)) =
(800, 400) GeV, and background rates as a function of MET,
at 7 TeV LHC. Four jets with pT > 100 GeV and two top-
tagged jets are required.

top quark or a gluon, and Z → νν̄ or W → #ν is re-
quired. We do not include reducible backgrounds, other
than the light jets mistagged as tops. We simulated the
backgrounds at parton level with MG/ME, and used these
samples to compute pT and MET cut efficiencies. We
use leading-order (LO) cross sections for all background
processes. The two dominant backgrounds, 2t + 2j and
Z + 4j, have been recently computed at NLO. In both
cases, the NLO correction to the cross section is negative:
K-factors of 0.73 for 2t + 2j [22] and 0.95 for Z + 4j [23]
have been reported, so that using LO cross sections for
these processes is conservative. No other backgrounds
are currently known beyond the LO.

Unfortunately, due to large QCD rates and small
mistag probabilities, we were not able to generate Monte
Carlo samples large enough to measure top-tag efficien-
cies directly in the background channels. Instead, we es-
timate these efficiencies by multiplying the pT -dependent
tag and mistag probabilities for individual top and non-
top jets reported in Ref. [9]. This estimate assumes that
the tag and mistag probabilities for each jet are indepen-
dent of the presence of other objects in the final state
(the probabilities in [9] were computed using tt̄ and 2j
samples). The probability to tag a true top jet as such
is clearly reduced by the presence of other jets in the
event: for example, the tag efficiency for our signal ap-
proximated in this way is typically about a factor of two
higher than that obtained by a full simulation. So, our
estimate of backgrounds involving tops, such as 2t + 2j,
is certainly conservative. It is less clear how the mis-
tag probability would be affected; we leave this issue for
future work.

LHC Sensitivity at
√

s = 7 TeV — To keep the anal-
ysis simple, we optimize the selection cuts for a single
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(a) dijets, 500–600 GeV
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(b) tt̄, 500–600 GeV
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(c) dijets, 300–400 GeV
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(d) tt̄, 300–400 GeV

Fig. 1. Jet invariant mass mj for tt̄ (a,c) and dijet (b,d) events, for three grooming methods. Each groomed analysis begins with
anti-kT jets with R = 1.0. The solid curve (red in the online version) represents these jets without grooming. The distributions
correspond to tt̄ or di-jet quarks or dijet samples with parton-level pT of 500–600 GeV (a,b) and 300–400 GeV (c,d).

tunes described in section 5. In particular, we establish
the sensitivity of jet mass and related observables to the
parton shower model and to the UE. We also perform a
simulation that mimics a number of important detector
effects. Data collected at the LHC in 2010-2011 should
enable a more thorough understanding than we can hope
to achieve at this stage.

We reconstruct the jet invariant mass distribution for
anti-kT jets with R = 1. The grooming techniques de-
scribed in section 6 select relatively hard events and are
therefore expected to reduce the sensitivity to soft and
diffuse energy deposits. We apply the three grooming pro-
cedures and determine the invariant mass of the result-
ing groomed jet. We present the result of trimming, but
the conclusions hold for all three techniques. We moreover
recluster the jet constituents with the kT algorithm and
unwind the sequence to retrieve the i → j splitting scales
dij . We note that the splitting scales are determined on
the ungroomed cluster sequence.

To establish the impact of different parton shower mod-
els we compare the response to two of the most popu-
lar Monte Carlo tools for jet formation, HERWIG and
PYTHIA. We moreover vary the order of the emissions in
PYTHIA, using two schemes known as pT -ordering (used
in the Perugia0 tune) and Q2 ordering (used in DW and
DWT). In Fig. 2, we compare the jet mass distribution for
these three setups, along with the kT scales correspond-
ing to the 1 → 2 and 2 → 3 splits. For the sake of a clean
comparison we disabled UE activity for these samples.

We find the pT ordered shower in PYTHIA yields a
significantly softer spectrum than the Q2 ordered shower
model. This is true for the jet invariant mass and the
scales of the hardest splittings in the shower. The results
obtained for the HERWIG shower are in good agreement
with the Q2 ordered shower for both the jet mass and the
1 → 2 splitting scale.

We expect larger differences between Monte Carlos in
the region of larger masses and splitting scale, as these
probe less collinear regions of the jet structure, where

[plots: BOOST-2010 report, 1012.5412] 
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Fig. 3. Mistag rate versus efficiency after optimisation for the studied top-taggers in linear scale (a) and logarithmic scale (b).
Tag rates were computed averaging over all pT subsamples (a,b) and for the subsample containing jet with pT range 300–400
GeV (c) and 500–600 GeV (d)

of the hadronic W boson decay. Running the optimisa-
tion procedure in this pT region would hardly result in a
top-tagger but possibly rather a “W -tagger”. Therefore,
we impose an additional cut on the anti-kT jet mass of
mjet > 120 GeV for all top-taggers. This implies a maxi-
mum overall tagging efficiency of 75%.

Curves with the optimal mistag rate versus signal effi-
ciency are shown in Fig. 3. The optimisation was repeated
on the pT subsamples and can be compared to the overall
optimisation applied on the subsample to evaluate the po-
tential benefit of using pT -dependent cut values. Curves
for the 300 < pT < 400 GeV (c) and 500 < pT < 600 GeV
(d) subsamples are also shown.

While these curves can be used to compare the overall
performance of the top-tagging algorithms, they do not
reflect the pT -dependence of the tag rate. We expect that,
at least initially, the experiments are likely to choose a
single set of parameters across the whole pT range in
order to keep their analyses of these new tools as simple
as possible. It is therefore instructive to look at the tag
rate as function of jet pT for specific working points. We

chose two working points defined by their overall signal
efficiency of 20% and 50%.

Firstly, we investigated the performance of two taggers
that do not incorporate any grooming procedures. The
first one is referred to as the ATLAS tagger [38,29,26],
the second one as the Thaler/Wang (T/W) tagger [36].
Both of them exploit the inherent hierarchical nature of
the kT jet algorithm by reclustering the initial jet’s con-
stituents. The final and penultimate stages of this process
correspond on average to the merging of the top quark
decay products and hence jet substructure can be probed
via the first few kT splitting scales.

The ATLAS tagger18 relies on mjet, mW
19 and a vari-

ant of the first three splitting scales that gives dimension-

18 The ATLAS studies of the variables used in this tagger
only became public after BOOST2010 [38].
19 The W boson mass is defined as the lowest pairwise mass
among the three subjets obtained by undoing the two last
stages of the kT clustering.

[plots: BOOST-2010 report, 1012.5412] 
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Fig. 4. Efficiency and mistag rate as function of jet pT for working points with overall efficiency of 20% (uppermost row) and
50% (lowermost row). Results correspond to the ATLAS and Thaler/Wang taggers (a,d), the Hopkins and CMS taggers (b,e)
and the pruning tagger (c,f). The mistag rate has been multiplied by a factor 5 to make it visible on the same scale.

Tagger Parameters at 20% working point Parameters at 50% working point

δp = 0.1, δr = 0.19 δp = 0.04, δr = 0.19
Hopkins 170 < mtop < 195 GeV, 160 < mtop < 265 GeV,

cos θh < 0.675 , 75 < mW < 95 GeV cos θh < 0.95, 60 < mW < 120 GeV
170 < mjet < 200 GeV 164 < mjet < 299 GeV

CMS mmin > 75 GeV mmin > 42.5 GeV
zcut = 0.1, Dcut/(2m/pT ) = 0.2 zcut = 0.05, Dcut/(2m/pT ) = 0.1

Pruninga 68 < mW < 88 GeV 28 < mW < 128 GeV
150 < mtop < 190 GeV 120 < mtop < 228 GeV

ATLASb N/A N/A
mW > 68 GeV mW > 59 GeV

Thaler/Wang 0.249 < zcell < 0.664 0.0498 < zcell < 0.509
183 < mjet < 234 GeV 162 < mjet < 265 GeV

a The optimal zcut found is near the “standard” value of 0.1, but much smaller values of
Dcut are found (the original value was 0.5). This is due to a trade-off between the pruning
and mass cut parameters. With wide mass windows and high efficiencies, it turns out to be
better to “over-prune”. The fact that Dcut decreases from the 20% efficiency point to the
50% point is likely an artifact of the low resolution of the parameter scan (cf. Fig. 3).

b The variant of the ATLAS tagger in these proceedings is based on a cut on the likelihood
value from TMVA and hence parameter values are not applicable.

Table 1. Optimised parameters at different working points for different top-taggers.

less observables20. In order to ease subsequent analysis, we
used a projective (one dimensional) likelihood estimator
to discriminate signal from background events. The like-
lihood classifier was built with the TMVA toolkit [85]. The

20 zcut ≡ dcut

dcut+m2
jet

, where dcut is the kT distance between the

merging subjets and mjet is the mass of the merged jet.

Thaler/Wang tagger makes use of mjet, mW and a dimen-
sionless energy sharing observable among the last two sub-
jets21. In this study, we optimised rectangular cuts on the
variables used by the Thaler/Wang algorithm with TMVA

21 zcell ≡ min(E1,E2)
E1+E2

, where Ei is the energy of the iith subjet
when undoing the last stage of the kT clustering process [36].

[plots: BOOST-2010 report, 1012.5412] 
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Top-Tag Gluino Search: 
Benchmark Analysis

3

Process σtot Eff(pT ) Eff(tag) σtag Eff(E/T ) σall cuts

signal 61.5 37 6 1.31 81 1.06

Z + 4j 2× 105 0.2 0.1 0.44 66 0.29

2t + 2j 5× 104 3 0.3 5.7 2 0.10

W + 4j 2× 105 0.2 0.03 0.12 29 0.04

Z + 2t + 2j 50 4 1 0.02 72 0.02

TABLE I: Signal and background cross sections (in fb) and
cut efficiencies (in %) at the 7 TeV LHC. Acceptance cuts of
pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 5 for all jets are included in the total cross
sections. The cuts are labelled as follows: “pT ”: requiring 4
jets with pT > 100 GeV; “tag”: requiring 2 jets to be tagged
as tops with “loose” parameters; “E/T ”: requiring E/T > 100
GeV. The signal is at the benchmark point, (m(g̃), m(t̃)) =
(800, 400) GeV. Backgrounds not listed here are negligible.

“benchmark” point in the model parameter space, and
do not vary them as we scan the masses. At 7 TeV, we
choose the benchmark point (m(g̃), m(t̃)) = (800, 400)
GeV. We studied all possible combinations of between 0
and 4 loose and tight top tags, and conclude that requir-
ing 2 loose tags is the best strategy at this point. Anal-
yses requiring more than 2 tags, or 2 or more tight tags,
suffer from low event rate, making a search in the 7 TeV
LHC run with 20−30 fb−1 integrated luminosity imprac-
tical. Requiring fewer tags leads to significantly higher
background rates, decreasing sensitivity [24]. The two
top tag requirements strongly suppress the backgrounds,
as illustrated in Table I, but are not by themselves suf-
ficient, so that an additional MET cut must be applied.
The signal and principal backgrounds as a function of
MET are shown in Fig. 1. We require E/T > 100 GeV;
with this cut, we expect 32 signal events, S/B = 2.4,
and statistical significance of 6.8 at the benchmark point
with 30 fb−1 integrated luminosity. The reach of the LHC
with this data set is shown in Fig. 2. (The 95% exclusion
contour is calculated using the expected CLs [25]. The
discovery significance is determined using the expected
log likelihood of consistency with the signal plus back-
ground hypothesis [26].) Gluino masses of up to about 1
TeV can be probed at the 95% confidence level, as long as
the gluino-stop mass difference exceeds 400 GeV. The 5-
sigma discovery reach extends to a gluino mass of about
900 GeV for stop masses below 350 GeV. We should also
note that S/B >∼ 1 throughout the probed region, so no
extraordinarily precise predictions of the background are
required.

LHC Sensitivity at
√

s = 14 TeV — Anticipating
higher reach of the search at 14 TeV, we optimize the
selection cuts for a benchmark point with higher masses,
(m(g̃), m(t̃)) = (1200, 600) GeV. After again considering
all possible combinations of loose and tight tag require-
ments, we conclude that the optimal strategy in this
case is to require three loose tags. We further require
E/T ≥ 175 GeV. At the benchmark point, we expect 8.5
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FIG. 2: The 95% c.l. expected exclusion and 5-sigma discov-
ery reach of the proposed search at the 7 TeV LHC run with
30 fb−1 integrated luminosity.
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FIG. 3: The 95% c.l. expected exclusion and 5-sigma discov-
ery reach of the proposed search at the 14 TeV LHC run with
10 fb−1 integrated luminosity.

signal events to pass these cuts in a data set of 10 fb−1,
and with S/B = 27.5 the expected statistical significance
of observation is 6.5. The reach of a search with these
parameters is shown in Fig. 3. Discovery is possible up to
1.3− 1.4 TeV gluino masses with stops in the 300− 700
GeV mass range. In this case, S/B >∼ 10 throughout
the discovery region.

Given how effective the top tagging technique is in sup-

2

model” approach [13, 14], we assume that a gluino g̃, one
stop t̃, and a single neutralino χ̃0 are the only superpart-
ners relevant for the LHC phenomenology. This is the
minimal set of particles required to produce our signa-
ture. In the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
(MSSM), this setup can be realized if the second stop
and the left-handed sbottom are heavier than the gluino.
(Note that naturalness considerations in the MSSM pre-
fer spectra with a few hundred-GeV splitting among the
two stop mass eigenstates [15].) If this is not the case, the
branching ratios of the decays producing our signature
would be reduced (e.g. from 1 to 2/3 if all three squarks
are degenerate), resulting in a somewhat decreased rate,
but qualitatively the picture is unchanged. We assume
that the neutralino is the stable LSP, and set its mass to
60 GeV throughout the analysis. The LHC signal is dom-
inated by gluino pair-production, followed by the cascade
decay

g̃ → t̃ + t̄, t̃→ tχ̃0 , (1)

or its charge conjugate. We assume that m(g̃)−m(t̃) >
mt, m(t̃)−m(χ̃0) > mt, so that all four tops in the event
are on-shell. (It may be possible to relax one of these
conditions, as long as the other one is satisfied strongly
so that at least two tops in the event are boosted; we will
not study that possibility here.) We compute gluino pair-
production cross sections at next-to-leading order (NLO)
using PROSPINO [16]. To study cut efficiencies, we gen-
erate event samples for gluino pair-production followed
by the decays (1) using MadGraph/MadEvent v5 1.3.27
(MG/ME) [17] for a large set of parameters (m(g̃), m(t̃)).
We then simulate top decays, showering and hadroniza-
tion with PYTHIA 8 [18]. To identify jets, we use the anti-
kT algorithm implemented in the FastJet code [19, 20].
Top tagging of jets in our sample is simulated using the
implementation of the Hopkins algorithm [21] available
at [20]. In the top tagger, we use two sets of parameters,
“tight” and “loose” tags; they are defined precisely as in
Ref. [9].

We require at least 4 jets with pT > 100 GeV in each
event, and require that some of the jets be top-tagged.
(The optimal number of top-tagged jets required depends
on the LHC energy and luminosity, see below.) In the sig-
nal, tagged jets are typically due to hadronic decays of
boosted tops, which produce 3 collimated partons that
cannot be resolved. The backgrounds include SM pro-
cesses with boosted tops, as well as ordinary jets mis-
takenly tagged as top-jets. (The mistag probability is
typically of order 1% [9].) We also require the pres-
ence of substantial missing energy. The irreducible back-
grounds may contain MET from invisible Z decays, lep-
tonic W decays, or semileptonic top decays. We include
the following irreducible backgrounds: nt+(4−n)j with
n = 1 . . . 4; Z + nt + (4 − n)j, with n = 0, 2, 4; and
W + nt + (4 − n)j, with n = 0, 2, 4. Here each t may
be a top or an anti-top, j denotes a jet due to a non-
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FIG. 1: Signal at the benchmark point, (m(g̃), m(t̃)) =
(800, 400) GeV, and background rates as a function of MET,
at 7 TeV LHC. Four jets with pT > 100 GeV and two top-
tagged jets are required.

top quark or a gluon, and Z → νν̄ or W → #ν is re-
quired. We do not include reducible backgrounds, other
than the light jets mistagged as tops. We simulated the
backgrounds at parton level with MG/ME, and used these
samples to compute pT and MET cut efficiencies. We
use leading-order (LO) cross sections for all background
processes. The two dominant backgrounds, 2t + 2j and
Z + 4j, have been recently computed at NLO. In both
cases, the NLO correction to the cross section is negative:
K-factors of 0.73 for 2t + 2j [22] and 0.95 for Z + 4j [23]
have been reported, so that using LO cross sections for
these processes is conservative. No other backgrounds
are currently known beyond the LO.

Unfortunately, due to large QCD rates and small
mistag probabilities, we were not able to generate Monte
Carlo samples large enough to measure top-tag efficien-
cies directly in the background channels. Instead, we es-
timate these efficiencies by multiplying the pT -dependent
tag and mistag probabilities for individual top and non-
top jets reported in Ref. [9]. This estimate assumes that
the tag and mistag probabilities for each jet are indepen-
dent of the presence of other objects in the final state
(the probabilities in [9] were computed using tt̄ and 2j
samples). The probability to tag a true top jet as such
is clearly reduced by the presence of other jets in the
event: for example, the tag efficiency for our signal ap-
proximated in this way is typically about a factor of two
higher than that obtained by a full simulation. So, our
estimate of backgrounds involving tops, such as 2t + 2j,
is certainly conservative. It is less clear how the mis-
tag probability would be affected; we leave this issue for
future work.

LHC Sensitivity at
√

s = 7 TeV — To keep the anal-
ysis simple, we optimize the selection cuts for a single

Simulation: MadGraph       Pythia       FastJet (anti-kT jets)+Hopkins Top-Tagger
No detector effects are included, physical BGs only (except mis-top-tags)
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Top-Tag Gluino Search: 
Reach Estimates3

Process σtot Eff(pT ) Eff(tag) σtag Eff(E/T ) σall cuts

signal 61.5 37 6 1.31 81 1.06

Z + 4j 2× 105 0.2 0.1 0.44 66 0.29

2t + 2j 5× 104 3 0.3 5.7 2 0.10

W + 4j 2× 105 0.2 0.03 0.12 29 0.04

Z + 2t + 2j 50 4 1 0.02 72 0.02

TABLE I: Signal and background cross sections (in fb) and
cut efficiencies (in %) at the 7 TeV LHC. Acceptance cuts of
pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 5 for all jets are included in the total cross
sections. The cuts are labelled as follows: “pT ”: requiring 4
jets with pT > 100 GeV; “tag”: requiring 2 jets to be tagged
as tops with “loose” parameters; “E/T ”: requiring E/T > 100
GeV. The signal is at the benchmark point, (m(g̃), m(t̃)) =
(800, 400) GeV. Backgrounds not listed here are negligible.

“benchmark” point in the model parameter space, and
do not vary them as we scan the masses. At 7 TeV, we
choose the benchmark point (m(g̃), m(t̃)) = (800, 400)
GeV. We studied all possible combinations of between 0
and 4 loose and tight top tags, and conclude that requir-
ing 2 loose tags is the best strategy at this point. Anal-
yses requiring more than 2 tags, or 2 or more tight tags,
suffer from low event rate, making a search in the 7 TeV
LHC run with 20−30 fb−1 integrated luminosity imprac-
tical. Requiring fewer tags leads to significantly higher
background rates, decreasing sensitivity [24]. The two
top tag requirements strongly suppress the backgrounds,
as illustrated in Table I, but are not by themselves suf-
ficient, so that an additional MET cut must be applied.
The signal and principal backgrounds as a function of
MET are shown in Fig. 1. We require E/T > 100 GeV;
with this cut, we expect 32 signal events, S/B = 2.4,
and statistical significance of 6.8 at the benchmark point
with 30 fb−1 integrated luminosity. The reach of the LHC
with this data set is shown in Fig. 2. (The 95% exclusion
contour is calculated using the expected CLs [25]. The
discovery significance is determined using the expected
log likelihood of consistency with the signal plus back-
ground hypothesis [26].) Gluino masses of up to about 1
TeV can be probed at the 95% confidence level, as long as
the gluino-stop mass difference exceeds 400 GeV. The 5-
sigma discovery reach extends to a gluino mass of about
900 GeV for stop masses below 350 GeV. We should also
note that S/B >∼ 1 throughout the probed region, so no
extraordinarily precise predictions of the background are
required.

LHC Sensitivity at
√

s = 14 TeV — Anticipating
higher reach of the search at 14 TeV, we optimize the
selection cuts for a benchmark point with higher masses,
(m(g̃), m(t̃)) = (1200, 600) GeV. After again considering
all possible combinations of loose and tight tag require-
ments, we conclude that the optimal strategy in this
case is to require three loose tags. We further require
E/T ≥ 175 GeV. At the benchmark point, we expect 8.5
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signal events to pass these cuts in a data set of 10 fb−1,
and with S/B = 27.5 the expected statistical significance
of observation is 6.5. The reach of a search with these
parameters is shown in Fig. 3. Discovery is possible up to
1.3− 1.4 TeV gluino masses with stops in the 300− 700
GeV mass range. In this case, S/B >∼ 10 throughout
the discovery region.

Given how effective the top tagging technique is in sup-

3

Process σtot Eff(pT ) Eff(tag) σtag Eff(E/T ) σall cuts

signal 61.5 37 6 1.31 81 1.06

Z + 4j 2× 105 0.2 0.1 0.44 66 0.29

2t + 2j 5× 104 3 0.3 5.7 2 0.10

W + 4j 2× 105 0.2 0.03 0.12 29 0.04

Z + 2t + 2j 50 4 1 0.02 72 0.02

TABLE I: Signal and background cross sections (in fb) and
cut efficiencies (in %) at the 7 TeV LHC. Acceptance cuts of
pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 5 for all jets are included in the total cross
sections. The cuts are labelled as follows: “pT ”: requiring 4
jets with pT > 100 GeV; “tag”: requiring 2 jets to be tagged
as tops with “loose” parameters; “E/T ”: requiring E/T > 100
GeV. The signal is at the benchmark point, (m(g̃), m(t̃)) =
(800, 400) GeV. Backgrounds not listed here are negligible.
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signal events to pass these cuts in a data set of 10 fb−1,
and with S/B = 27.5 the expected statistical significance
of observation is 6.5. The reach of a search with these
parameters is shown in Fig. 3. Discovery is possible up to
1.3− 1.4 TeV gluino masses with stops in the 300− 700
GeV mass range. In this case, S/B >∼ 10 throughout
the discovery region.

Given how effective the top tagging technique is in sup-

Errors Stat.-only; S/B>1 @ 7 TeV,  >10 @ 14 TeV

(2 t-tags) (3 t-tags)
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Alternative to SUSY: 
Same-Spin Top Partner

[MP, Peskin, Pierce, hep-ph/0310039; 
Hubisz, Meade, Noble, MP, hep-ph/0506042; 

Berger, Hubisz, MP, in progress]
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Gauge-Higgs Unification

• A zero-mass photon does not require fine-tuning - mass is protected by 
gauge symmetry

• In a 5D theory, the gauge field 

• If the 5th dimension is infinite,      is naturally massless!

• After compactification,                            good if     

• Higgs mass quadratic divergences are canceled by KK modes:

• Quadratic divergence cancellation by same-spin states can also occur in a 
purely 4D theory - Little Higgs (~ effective theory of the lowest-lying 
modes in GHU)

AM (x) → Aµ(x), A5(x)

A5

m(A5) ∼ 1/R 1/R ∼ MW ∼ M(W ′)

25
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Top Loop Cancellation in LH

• Cancellation is due to a relation between couplings, which can be traced 
back to the global symmetries of the theory

• Cancellation only works at one-loop, but theory becomes non-perturbative 
at ~10 TeV         sufficient to restore naturalness

• For same reasons as in SUSY, only top partner is required below TeV 

26

Figure 1. One-loop Higgs mass renormalization in a model with a same-spin top partner,
such as the Littlest Higgs.

However, SUSY is not the only option for the cancellation of the quadratic di-

vergence in the SM top loop. An alternative is to postulate a spin-1/2 top partner

T , a Dirac fermion with mass mT , which is an SU(2)L singlet, color triplet, and has

hypercharge 4/3. In the Weyl basis, T = (TL, TR). This field couples to the SM Higgs

doublet H via

L = λT HQ†
3TR +

λ2
t + λ2

T

2mT
(H†H)T †

LTR + h.c. , (1.1)

where Q3 is the SM third-generation left-handed quark doublet, λt is the SM top

Yukawa, and λT is a new dimensionless coupling constant. The one-loop contribution

to the Higgs mass in this model is shown in Fig. 1; the quadratic divergences present

in each of the three diagrams cancel in the sum. Even though the structure of the

couplings in Eq. (1.1) looks completely ad hoc at first sight, it can emerge naturally if

the Higgs is embedded as a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson [? ] of global symmetry

breaking whose pattern obeys certain conditions, such as in Little Higgs models [? ].

A simple toy model that achieves this task [1] will be reviewed below in Section 2.

In order to keep the discussion simple and relatively model-independent, we will not

assume any structure beyond that of the toy model; however, most results of interest

to us are identical to those in the SU(5)/SO(5) Littlest Higgs model, with or without

T-parity, if only top-sector contributions are included. Many of these results have

already appeared in the literature in the context of that model; our first goal is to

collect them in one place, updating them when necessary. Then, we proceed to discuss

the implications of the recent LHC data on this model, and ...

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. ...

– 3 –
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EWSB and Higgs Mass in LH

• Higgs mass parameter is ZERO at tree level, due to global symmetry 

• At one-loop, the Higgs mass parameter induced by top loops is

• This automatically has the right sign to trigger ElectroWeak Symmetry 
Breaking!

• If                           , fine-tuning (accidental cancellation) in the Higgs sector 
is required

• If we assume 125 GeV Higgs, we can compute how much fine-tuning is 
needed for a given top-partner mass

27
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Top-Partner Phenomenology

200 400 600 800 1000
mT

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

1000

Σ !pb"

Pair-production cross section @ 7 TeV 

~100 fb at 
600 GeV mass

Decays:
[The BRs are in the limit MT >> mt; 

corrections easily calculated]
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Heavy Top-like Quark 

Update on Searches for New Physics in CMS             E. Halkiadakis 23 

CMS PAS-EXO-11-050 

Search for production of: 

In dilepton channels: ee, eµ, µµ with opposite sign 

Use Mlb(min): minimum value of four 

possible combinations 

Select events with Mlb(min) > 170 GeV 

to reduce ttbar background  

Backgrounds: 

! negligible 

4.7 fb-1 
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Limits on Heavy Top-like Quark Production 

Update on Searches for New Physics in CMS             E. Halkiadakis 24 

CMS PAS-EXO-11-050 

t’ excluded below 552 GeV  4.7 fb-1 

But this assumes 
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Figure 2: The 95% confidence level (CL) upper limit on the cross section of the pp → TTX
process, as a function of the T-quark mass. The branching fraction of T → tZ is assumed to
be 100%. The solid line shows the observed limit. The dotted line corresponds to the expected
limit under a background-only hypothesis. The solid (hatched) area shows the ±1 (±2) stan-
dard deviation uncertainties on the expected limit. The dot-dash line shows the value of the
theoretical cross section [27] for the TT process.
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Some Open Questions:

Can this search at MT>>mt be improved by applying top-tagging 
techniques? 

Can a search for T -> th with top-tagging and Higgs-tagging be feasible? 
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Warped (RS) Extra Dimension

• Original model had the SM on the TeV brane, solves the hierarchy 
problem

• New states: KK gravitons at the TeV scale

• Couplings: 

SM+Higgs

L ∼
1

(TeV)2
TµνG

µν

KK

H. Davoudiasl, J. Hewett & T. Rizzo, PRL (00).

Study the channel pp!Graviton! e+e-

signal+
Drell-Yan
backgr.

sensitivity

Ex.: KK Graviton, Brane RS1

Exciting di-lepton signal!

34
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RS with Bulk Matter
• It was subsequently realized that models with SM gauge fields and 

fermions in the “bulk” are more interesting:

- natural solution to fermion mass hierarchy problem

- natural suppression of flavor-changing neutral currents

- possibility of gauge coupling unification, as in the MSSM

−2k    |y|

Higgs or

alternative

dynamics for

breaking

TeV

brane

Planck

brane

4d graviton

 Gauge fields and fermions in the bulk

y = 

−

ds   = dx  + r  dy

EW symmetry

2

Slice of AdS

 5

y = 0
rπ

2 22

L R
SU(2)           SU(2)             U(1)

5

π
e

ZL,WL

♦ Anomalous couplings => SM heavy particles.

Field Localization

figure credits: G. Perez, G. Servant
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RS with Bulk Matter: Pheno
• Good: all SM states now have KK modes!

• Bad: the KKs do not couple to light quarks and leptons much...

• Worse: PEW constraints force KK masses > 3 TeV or so

• KK gluon is probably the easiest target at the LHC
KK gluon

For 3 TeV, Xsec~100fb (using Sherpa & CalcHep)

♦ Suppressed production only from qqbar/35.

Agashe, Belyaev, Krupovnickas, GP & Virzi,

KK gluon, decays to tR  

♦ Signal is in Urel’ tops!

Final state:  A pair of highly-boosted tops 

Agashe et. al., hep-ph/0612015; Lillie et.al., hep-ph/0701166
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“Regge Excitations” in RS

• “Regge excitations” are particles of same quantum numbers but varying spin: 
s0, s0+1, s0+2, ..., with higher-spin states being heavier: 

• Regge excitations at GeV scale have been observed in QCD bound state 
spectra 

• Regge excitations at the string scale are predicted by string theory

• In the RS model with 5D matter, expect all SM particles to have Regge 
excitations, with ~TeV masses        possibly within the reach of the LHC

• As an example, we focus on spin-2 “Regge gluon”

• Constructed a 5D field-theory model for this particle

37

[MP, Spray, 0907.3496; 1106.2171]
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Figure 5. The Reggeon branching fractions in Model A: (left) The four leading decay
channels; (right) All channels with branching ratio above 1%. On the left panel, the blue
solid line corresponds to the g1g1(∗) final state; the red dashed line to the tRt̄R; the green
dotted line to g1g; and the orange dot-dashed line to two KK quarks (all flavors). The
additional thin lines on the right panel are: tLt̄1L + bLb̄1

L + t1Lt̄L + b1
Lb̄L (solid); quark + KK

quark summed over first two generations + bR (dashed); tLt̄L+bLb̄L (dotted); and tRt̄1R+t1Rt̄R
(dot-dashed).
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Figure 6. The Reggeon branching fractions in Model B: (left) The four leading decay chan-
nels; (right) All channels with branching ratio above 1%. The color scheme is the same as in
figure 5.

M/ΛIR. It is immediately clear that decays involving KK excitations of the SM play

a very important role. The largest of the direct decays to SM zero-modes, g∗ → tt̄,

dominates only for very light Reggeons, m/k ≈ 1. In most of the parameter space

– 13 –

Signature:
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Figure 7. The Reggeon production cross section, as a function of its mass, in Model A:
(left)

√
s = 7 TeV; (right)

√
s = 14 TeV. We used the MSTW 2008 [23] PDF set at next

to leading order, with the factorization and renormalization scales set to the Reggeon mass.
In both panels, blue/solid line corresponds to the total production cross section; red/dashed
lines show the total rate of the four-top events; and green/dotted lines show the rate of events
for which all four top-jets are tagged.
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Figure 8. The Reggeon production cross section, as a function of its mass, in Model B: (left)√
s = 7 TeV; (right)

√
s = 14 TeV. The notation is the same as in figure 7.

Since the KK gluon mass is close to half of the Reggeon mass, the four tops pro-

duced in the process g∗ → g1tt̄, followed by g1 → tt̄, have roughly equal energies in

the Reggeon rest frame. The high mass of the Reggeon implies that it is produced

approximately at rest in the lab frame, so we can estimate the energy of each top in the

lab frame to be approximately M/4. In the interesting parameter range, this energy

– 15 –

Four Tagged Jets Search
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process σtot Prob(4 top-tags) Eff(pT > 250 GeV) σtot · Prob · Eff

signal 147 3.66× 10−3 0.54

4j 5.16× 105 6.25× 10−6 7.0× 10−4 2.3× 10−3

3j + t 1.35× 105 6.25× 10−5 1.0× 10−4 8.4× 10−4

2j + 2t 1.63× 103 6.25× 10−4 4.2× 10−3 4.3× 10−3

1j + 3t 0.221 6.25× 10−3 6.8× 10−3 9.4× 10−6

4t 0.442 0.0625 7.7× 10−3 2.1× 10−4

Total Bg 7.6 ×10−3

Table 1. Signal and background cross sections (in fb), before and after cuts, at
√

s = 7 TeV.
The signal is for a 2 TeV Reggeon in Model B.

is above 400 GeV, meaning that the tops are boosted and their decay products will

be collimated, so that each top will likely be identified as a single jet in the detector.

Experimental discrimination between such “top-jets” and ordinary QCD jets initiated

by non-top quarks or gluons has been the subject of much recent work. A useful re-

cent summary of the status of the field is given in ref. [22], which describes several

algorithms designed for this purpose. These “top-taggers” can be characterized by an

efficiency and a fake rate, both of which are pT -dependent. We use the CMS tagger

described in ref. [22]. It has a maximal fake rate of 5%, no sensitivity for jets with

pT < 250 GeV and achieves maximal efficiency of 50% for pT > 600 GeV. For jets

between these limits, we model the pT -dependence of the efficiency as linear, which

understates the true efficiency. As the Reggeon and KK gluons are approximately at

rest and we have averaged over spins, the angular distribution of tops from each KK

gluon is approximately isotropic in the lab frame. Within this approximation, we can

determine the pT distribution of the tops and thus estimate the signal efficiency to tag

the jets as tops. The efficiency is a function of the Reggeon mass: for low Reggeon

masses, the tops have lower pT and so the efficiency drops. The green/dotted lines in

figures 7, 8 show the expected rate of events with four jets tagged as tops. Of course,

it may not be necessary to demand that all four jets be tagged: doing so yields the

best possible signal/background ratio, but may result in a loss of statistics. We will

not attempt to optimize the search in this paper; our goal is simply to demonstrate

that at least some of the interesting parameter space can be covered.

The irreducible backgrounds consist of SM processes producing n tops and 4 − n

QCD jets, with n = 0 . . . 4. We studied these backgrounds at the parton level, using

– 16 –

• Many disclaimers: No MC for the signal, use a rough model of phase space 
for this estimates; No top-tagging MC, extrapolate efficiencies from other 
studies; etc.

• However S/B is almost 100 - a more rigorous analysis seems worthwhile
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